

















There are many types of graph visualization method
proposed up till now. Also many types of good graph
evaluation criteria exist quasi symmetrical, edges are
not cross, and etc. However, the graph visualization
method that proposed on evaluation criteria about nodes
distribution spread equally in screen is not many. And
many types of graphs that using existing graph visual-
ization method are include nodes distribution sparseness
and density. We think if make the graph include nodes
distribution spread equally, we can apply another method
that unwieldy for the graph. This paper we propose the
graph visualization method that make graph include
nodes distribution spread equally in screen by using
Kamada-Kawai algorithm, Centroidal Voronoi tessella-
tion, and some methods that solve problems. We think the
method’s advantage is easy to use nodes surroundings
area. So we focus on video site’s related video infor-
mation because we think change node to thumbnail is
effective for survey video site. By doing apply proposes
method for the graph that to make from about video
site’s related video information, Experiment proposes






































































































































































































?? ???? 0.001?? do
???????????????? m???



























for i = 0 to p:length  1 do
pi ?????????????? pei ???
end for
gei ? pei ??????????????
end for
while ????? ?? ?????????????
???? 0:01?? do
g???????????




































































Kamada-Kawai ? 4:31 10 2 1:0
Kamada-Kawai ??
???????? 0:40 10 2 1:3


















































































?? ??? 1 ???????? 2 ???????? 3 ???????? 4 ????????
???? 19:25 9 5:75 2:5 2
?? 17:25 8 4:5 3:75 1
???????? 35 29:5 3:75 1:5 0:25
??? 40:75 33:25 4:75 2 0:25
????? 34:25 27:5 3:25 1:5 1:75
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